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ABSTRACT

The WSCS ( Windows-based Supervisory Control System ) has

been developed for the efficient control of the mobile robot in the

harzardous area, such as reactor surroundings of HPWR ( Heavy

Pressurized Water Reactor ). The WSCS is basically computer

program which consists windows menu-program, socket-based

communication program, force reflection joystick program, and

OpenGL-based 3D graphic program. Also, the WSCS includes the

force reflection control algorithm of a master control device ( in this

case, joystick ) for the enhanced operability.

To evaluate the effectiveness of the designed WSCS and the force

reflection control algorithm, a series of experiments has been made in

such a way that human operators command the desired motion of

robot by manipulating the joystick in the virtual environment. As a

result, it was proven that the designed WSCS is very easy-to-use and

effective. Also, the developed force reflection algorithm is more

efficient than that of general teleoperation, even though there are some

differences in human dexterity.

In near future, the WSCS will be applied in the next version of

KAEROT.
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Abstract

The WSCS ( Windows-based Supervisory Control System ) has been developed for the

efficient control of the mobile robot in the harzardous area, such as reactor surroundings

of HPWR ( Heavy Pressurized Water Reactor ). The WSCS is basically computer program

which consists windows menu-program, socket-based communication program, force

reflection joystick program, and OpenGL-based 3D graphic program. Also, the WSCS

includes the force reflection control algorithm of a master control device ( in this case,

joystick ) for the enhanced operability.

To evaluate the effectiveness of the designed WSCS and the force reflection control

algorithm, a series of experiments has been made in such a way that human operators

command the desired motion of robot by manipulating the joystick in the virtual

environment. As a result, it was proven that the designed WSCS is very easy-to-use and

effective. Also, the developed force reflection algorithm is more efficient than that of

general teleoperation, even though there are some differences in human dexterity.

In near future, the WSCS will be applied in the next version of KAEROT.
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